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Abstract—The dependability requirements of distributed embedded control systems demand appropriate evaluation techniques. Requirements of embedded systems are often tested by means of fault injection. However, for the Controller Area Network (CAN) the potential of this technique has not been fully exploited. This paper presents sfiCAN: a novel physical fault-injection infrastructure that relies on a CAN-compliant hub that allows to inject faults independently into each node’s transmitted or received bits, thereby recreating fault scenarios beyond the capabilities of other injectors for CAN. Notably, it is the first injector that is able to test the behavior under inconsistency scenarios of arbitrary software for CAN nodes and the first that makes it possible to inject faults that may lead to integrity errors without requiring any modifications to the nodes’ software or CAN controllers. Moreover, sfiCAN allows to remotely and flexibly configure the fault injection and to retrieve accurate information about the subsequent behavior of the nodes.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Controller Area Network (CAN) protocol [1] is a mature, low cost and robust technology that, just like Ethernet, is nowadays used more than ever. It is one of the most widely used field buses in distributed embedded control systems, and still today new standards for CAN are appearing, such as the CAN with flexible data-rate (CAN-FD) and ISO 11898-6. In fact CAN is penetrating old and new markets and new high-volume applications are potentially upcoming [2].

In the automotive domain CAN is the most widely adopted network technology [3], and new CAN-based applications and protocols are expected to be introduced [4]. In fact, although the use of CAN in the most critical automotive applications is still controversial, standards like AUTOSAR establish it as one of its fundamental technologies [5], and there is interest in integrating CAN with newer fieldbuses like FlexRay [8], which are used as high-speed backbones given their increased bandwidth. In part this interest in CAN is due to the current economic situation, which makes companies reluctant to invest in newer—but more expensive—technologies. Additionally, some practical shortcomings have been identified regarding the development of distributed systems with newer fieldbuses such as FlexRay. Finally, regulations in the United States and the European Union ensure the future use of CAN in automotive by making it a recommended or even mandatory protocol for some parts of an automobile [9], [10].

The potential growth of CAN is also seen in other domains. For instance, in aerospace applications CAN is being integrated with other networks [11], as it is reflected in the development of the ARINC 825 standard. Specifically, this standard is devoted to making CAN suitable for flight safety-critical systems in future aircrafts, where this technology is envisaged to be used as either a primary or a secondary network. Moreover, CAN is used as the underlying technology in other safety-related protocols like SafetyBUS p, DeviceNet Safety, and the forthcoming CANopen Safety EN 50325-5. Finally, the academia has been especially concerned with CAN during the last two decades, and it has proposed several solutions to improve its real-time and dependability features, e.g. [4], [5], [12]–[30].

This interest in providing new CAN-based applications and protocols raises the necessity of an adequate infrastructure for testing them. Specifically, a test infrastructure that is able to inject faults and then observe the system’s behavior, i.e. a fault injector, is widely accepted as a fundamental verification technique to thoroughly evaluate how highly-reliable fault-tolerant and highly-available systems respond to faults.

For many industrial applications, an adequate fault injector would be one that could physically inject faults at the level of the network, i.e. a physical layer fault injector, and that at the same time could test production software executing on CAN nodes. This is so because of several reasons. First, testing of real systems or prototypes by means of physical fault injection can provide more accurate and realistic results than other techniques, such as simulation-based ones [31]. In fact, the interest in prototype-based fault injection is especially relevant not only in CAN, e.g. [32], but in other fieldbuses like the Time-Triggered Protocol (TTP), FlexRay and Ethernet, e.g. [33]–[36]. Second, in certain domains maintenance costs can match or even surpass development costs and, thus, it is already necessary to comprehensively test the software of a system prototype prior to production. This is the case of the automotive industry [5], in which CAN is used extensively, and where a significant amount of recalls are due to software errors as recently reported by the United States National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)1. Finally, many standards for safety-related systems highly recommend fault injection as a validation technique. Examples are the ISO 26262 [5] for automobiles and the generic standard for safety-related electronic systems IEC 61508 [37], which makes fault injection even mandatory in some cases. Note that many safety-related systems rely on a network who’s integrity cannot

1A flat file of the NHTSA safety recall database can be obtained at http://www-odi.nhtsa.dot.gov/downloads/
be guaranteed and, then, safety is achieved by adding the appropriate mechanisms at other levels of the architecture. Injecting errors at the lowest layers of the communication stack to induce faults at other system levels allows to check the production software that implements those mechanisms.

Despite this evident need, to the authors’ best knowledge, the full potential of prototype-based physical fault injection has not yet been fully exploited for CAN, e.g. there is no tool available to test arbitrary production software executing on CAN nodes that allows to inject faults causing inconsistencies [38], [39]. To fill this gap, this paper presents the design and implementation of sfiCAN, the first Star-based physical Fault Injector for CAN, which provides testing capabilities beyond any other fault-injector previously proposed for this protocol. A preliminary and incomplete version of sfiCAN was introduced in [40].

As depicted in Fig. 1, sfiCAN relies on a star topology whose hub implements a coupling schema based on the one of CANcentrate [41]. This coupling schema is transparent for the nodes, so that from their point of view the hub is logically equivalent to a CAN bus, and the star can be built using Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) components. Moreover, this coupling schema makes it possible to monitor and alter, bit by bit, the contribution each node transmits and/or receives, thereby yielding important testability [34] benefits.

First, it provides high controllability to precisely adjust when and where to inject faults, thereby enabling the injection of complex scenarios such as those leading to data inconsistencies [38] or integrity errors, i.e. errors that lead some nodes to accept spurious frames. This is so because the hub distinguishes every single bit each node transmits/receives and, thus, it can inject faults independently in the individual bits transmitted or received by each node. To inject faults with such high spatial and time resolution is hardly possible with a traditional bus-based injector. The reason for this is that the wired-AND function of the CAN bus irreversibly mixes all nodes’ contributions and, thus, it is not possible to use a single device to observe and inject simultaneous errors into the contributions of different nodes. Second, it provides high observability as it can log each injected fault and determine, thanks to its central position, the bit stream issued by each node in response to that fault for a later analysis. This information is complemented with a software logger, embedded in each node application, which gathers additional information concerning the node’s behavior. Third, the hub makes it easier to carry out remote testing [34] from a personal computer (PC)-based management station connected to a dedicated port of the hub. Since the hub allows the station to communicate through it via CAN, the station can configure and coordinate the fault injector and the loggers remotely without needing an alternative network, and it can seamlessly exchange information with the hub during the execution of a fault-injection experiment. Fourth, sfiCAN can be used to transparently carry out an online testing [34] or field monitoring of CAN networks that rely on the star-based architectures of CANcentrate and ReCANcentrate [27]. Note that to offer this capacity as an addition to offline testing is interesting since highly-dependable systems operate during large periods of time and, like other technologies, e.g. [42], [43], CAN can adopt a star topology as a means to be fit for real-time highly reliable applications [19], [27], [28]. Finally, centralizing the injection of faults reduces the complexity and the cost of the whole fault-injection infrastructure as there is no need to implement a fault injector locally at each node.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes previous work on fault injectors for CAN and thoroughly compares them with sfiCAN. Section III explains the basics of sfiCAN, whereas Section IV focuses on how the centralized fault injector is configured and operates. Section V overviews a prototype implementation of sfiCAN and Section VI describes a set of fault injection experiments performed with this prototype that shows the potential of sfiCAN. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Table I compares some testability-related features of sfiCAN and the most relevant and representative fault injectors that can be used for CAN. These features are classified into three blocks labeled as CONTROLLABILITY, OBSERVABILITY and COMPATIBILITY.

To better understand this comparison it is necessary to recall that, thanks to its privileged view of the communication, the hub of sfiCAN can easily distinguish, monitor and change, bit by bit, the stream each node transmits and/or receives. In contrast, the other fault injectors available for CAN rely on a bus topology and, thus, do not have these capacities. This is so because the CAN bus implements a wired-AND function that irreversibly mixes the contributions of all the nodes, so that it is not longer possible to distinguish each contribution within the resultant (global) traffic. Due to this, sfiCAN outperforms the other CAN fault injectors in many aspects.

First, note that sfiCAN injects errors with both a high spatial and a high time resolution, whereas the other injectors present limitations in achieving both kinds of resolution (see column "Inj. Resol."). One of the key points is that in order to inject faults with the same spatial resolution as sfiCAN in a bus, it would be necessary to attach to each node a fault-injection unit able to alter the data that its node transmits/receives locally. This is the case of a few fault injectors such as for example CANoe (CANAlyzer) [44] and IFIs [45]. However, these solutions based on distributed hardware fault injectors are difficult to implement and are highly invasive as shown in the column "Invis." In principle, injecting faults with a high time resolution in a bus is not an issue. Even fault injectors that consist of a single device attached to the bus, such as CANstress [46], can inject
errors in different parts of the bit time. Nevertheless, many bus-based approaches can only inject faults with a time granularity equal to the CAN frame, i.e. the user cannot specify in which bit/s to inject errors. This is so because they do not inject errors directly into the channel, but at other levels. This is the case of CANoe, which injects errors in the application by corrupting the nodes’ memory; or the case of simulation-based (see column "Type") injectors like Castor/Pollux [47], which inject at the registers and automata of CAN controllers synthesized within Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). In the case of sfiCAN, it would be possible to even inject with a granularity finer than the bit time, since the hub includes a module that keeps it synchronized with the bit stream and which could be used to distinguish between the different time quanta that compose each bit.

Another aspect in which sfiCAN is superior is its capacity for allowing the user to specify high-resolution and complex conditions to trigger the start/end of injections (see column "Trig. Resol. and Complex."). Specifically, the privileged hub position allows it to define triggers based on a holistic vision of the streams each node transmits or receives. In contrast, due to the difficulties to distinguish each node’s contribution in a bus, almost all the other fault injectors that inject errors in the channel present a low spatial trigger resolution, and only allow specifying triggers in terms of the resultant (global) traffic observed in the bus, e.g. CANstress. In fact, the only two exceptions to this kind of injectors are NTCAN [48] and IFIs, which partially overcome this limitation by coordinating the set of fault-injection units, one per node, they rely on. In NTCAN each unit is provided with an external trigger input/output that allows to interconnect, and then to trigger, them in cascade. This mechanism is less flexible and cost-effective than to evaluate each node contribution directly from the hub. Moreover, triggers in NTCAN can only be based on the contribution each node transmits, but not on the signal they receive. Regarding the IFIs, it requires the user to know the contribution of each node in advance and, then, to manually trigger the injection of errors off-line based on a pre established traffic that is not always easy to forecast. Moreover, it therefore does not allow to test arbitrary software, but only software whose traffic pattern is deterministic and can be known in advance (see "Prod." column, which specifies the compatibility with production Software, Sw, and Hardware, Hw). On the other hand, approaches that do not inject errors in the channel but at higher levels, e.g. CANoe, do not present trigger spatial limitations, but can only provide a low time trigger resolution with a time granularity equal to the frame. As concerns simulation-based injectors, they only implement triggers that are random or that are specified in terms of a probability distribution, e.g. Pollux and RTaW-Sim [30].

The combination of both features, i.e. the high injection resolution and the high trigger resolution/complexity of sfiCAN, allows it to inject fault scenarios in the channel whose complexity is far beyond the capacities of any other injector. In fact, sfiCAN is able to inject scenarios whose complexity not only induces faults at the Logical Link Control (LLC) layer, but at the application (see "Inj. Lay" column). This allows to test the behavior under complex fault scenarios of unmodified production software. Moreover, it can induce byzantine (arbitrary or malicious) faults at that level, which are the harshest kind of faults that can be experienced, e.g. integrity errors. Note that other injectors like NTCAN, CANstress or RTaW-Sim can also induce faults at the application from the channel, but with a lower severity, e.g. incorrect computation or performance failures. The only bus-based approach that can induce byzantine faults by injecting in the channel is IFIs, but it presents the strong limitations mentioned above. Another alternative to inject byzantine faults is to do it directly at the application level, e.g. like CANoe. This may provide a tighter control on the fault injection at that level, but at the expense of being more invasive. In this sense, note that sfiCAN could be extended with a set of software units placed at the nodes to inject directly at the application if needed.

The trigger features of sfiCAN by their own also allow to flexibly specify start/end conditions to inject permanent, intermittent and transient faults, i.e. sfiCAN provides a tight and easy control of the frequency with which the injected errors cycle between the active and the dormant states. Other approaches can inject errors that exhibit these timing behaviors (see column "Time mod."), but they do not provide the same degree of control and flexibility.

Another advantage derived from sfiCAN’s trigger capacities is that it can reproduce and repeat specific fault scenarios (see column "Deter.", i.e. determinism). This can be barely achieved by injectors with lower trigger resolution/complexity, e.g. CANstress, or that would need to coordinate several fault-injection units to implement trigger conditions based on the contribution of different nodes, e.g. CANoe or NTCAN.

Apart from improving the mentioned injection and trigger aspects, the hub’s privileged view of sfiCAN also enhances observability. In this sense note that even if column "Impl." indicates that a given injector does not provide any sort of mechanism to log and retrieve data concerning the results of the fault-injection experiment, we still indicate what would be the observability features that injector could potentially achieve. As can be seen in the column that specifies the observability resolution, "O. Resol.", the hub can potentially log, for every single bit that is broadcast, the logical value each node transmits/receives. The only fault injector that could potentially achieve such a resolution is the IFIs. For that purpose, it would need to implement a log unit in each node that logs the bits its node transmits/receives. But even in that case, it would be very difficult to match the different nodes contributions in order to determine their simultaneity and, then, to analyze what is the contribution issued by each node in response to a given injected error.

As concerns the layer from which sfiCAN can retrieve information (column "O. Lay") note that its hub can log information related to the LLC layer. However, as already mentioned, sfiCAN implements a software logger, which is attached to each node in a minimal invasive way (see Section V), to track data at the level of the interface between the application and the CAN controllers. A similar logger can be implemented to retrieve data concerning the application itself.

The last advantage of sfiCAN is that its hub includes a dedicated port to connect a personal computer (PC)-based...
management station. This paves the way to carry out remote testing (see column "Remote"). On the one hand, the hub itself allows the station to communicate, via CAN, with the fault injector and the loggers; this enables the station to remotely configure, coordinate and retrieve information from them without needing an additional network. On the other hand, the hub can create two separated communication domains, so that the station can exchange information with the hub without interfering with the communication among the nodes during a given fault-injection experiment. Some bus-based approaches also provide remote testing, but either do include an additional network to communicate the station with the injectors and loggers, e.g., IFIs, or they do not allow a seamless integration of the management and the experiment traffic, e.g., CANoe.

Finally, note that the main disadvantage of sfICAN is that for the hub to be able to distinguish the nodes’ contributions, each node connects to the hub by means of a separated uplink and downlink. As explained later, this connection requires to include an extra transceiver per node like in CANcentrate [41]. This limits the applicability of sfICAN to arbitrary hardware configurations of systems in production. However, this is a relative disadvantage when compared with the other injectors, as all of them (possibly excluding CANstress) present some sort of incompatibility (column “Prod.”). Moreover, conversely to other injectors, sfICAN is totally compatible with COTS hardware components.

The reader is also referred to other bus-based fault injectors less powerful than those of Table I. Examples of physical injectors are [49], [50], [51] and [52]. The first one is a middleware-based distributed fault injector, which is devoted to inject transient faults that provoke frame transmission/reception and control feedback delays, as well as detectable corrupted messages. The other three injectors resemble CANstress, but either induce less harmful failures at the application (or can induce no fault at this level), present lower injection resolution and trigger complexity, can only inject intermittent faults, or cannot force specific error scenarios. Concerning simulators, some authors [53] have used a generic, i.e. not specific to CAN, fault injection tool for hardware description languages (HDLs), called SINJECT [54]. It provides features similar to those offered by Pollux, but it can hardly induce faults at the application level. Another injector is proposed in [55] which uses a set of MATLAB/Simulink models of both the CAN network, where the faults are injected, and the behavior of a vehicle relying on that network. Unfortunately, the network model is an abstraction above the frame level and can thus not be used to study the consequences of bit-level errors.

III. DESIGN OF sfICAN

sfICAN is composed of a set of parts which cooperatively work to carry out a fault-injection experiment, i.e. an experiment during which the behaviour of a given target system is analysed when it is forced to deal with errors provoked by faults.

The central element of sfICAN is a hub to which the nodes of the system and a PC-based management station are connected. This hub implements a coupling schema based on the one of CANcentrate [41]. On the one hand, the hub provides a CAN network that allows to distribute the different components of sfICAN as a set of Network Configurable Components (NCCs), i.e components whose operation can be configured and coordinated remotely through the network. The NCCs are located within the hub, as well as on the system’s nodes. On the other hand, the hub’s coupling schema allows to implement advanced fault-injection and logging features within the hub itself.

A text file called fault-injection specification, which is stored in the PC, contains the description of the faults to be injected in an experiment. The PC configures the NCCs in accordance with this specification, triggers the execution of the experiment and, once it is finished, retrieves the information logged by the NCCs.

Next all these concepts are explained in more detail.

A. Types of physical faults in CAN

A CAN network includes different hardware components ranging from cables to CAN controllers. Although components may suffer from a high variety of faults, e.g. shorted cables, damaged connectors, etc., most of these faults manifest as errors that corrupt the logical value of the bits being transmitted or received by each node. Thus, sfICAN does not inject faults physically at components, but instead injects the different types of erroneous bits these faults would generate in the channel. Specifically, given that in CAN the two possible bit values are called dominant and recessive (a dominant bit ‘0’ prevails over a recessive bit ‘1’ [1]), these errors are called stuck-at-recessive, stuck-at-dominant and bit-flipping [41]. A stuck-at bit stream consists of a sequence of consecutive bits of the same logical value, whereas a bit-flipping stream is a sequence of bits that randomly alternates from recessive to dominant and vice versa.

B. sfICAN basics

Fig. 1 shows how each node is connected to the hub of sfICAN by means of a dedicated link comprised of a separated uplink and downlink. The node’s CAN controller connects to two COTS CAN transceivers as in CANcentrate [41], in which one transceiver is used to transmit through the uplink and another one to receive from the downlink.

Fig. 2, which depicts the internal structure of the hub, shows how each node contribution, $B_i$, is received through the corresponding uplink. When no fault is being injected, each contribution propagates from its uplink multiplexor, $umux_i$, to the Coupler Module, which couples all of them by means of an AND gate. Then, the resultant coupled signal, $B_0$, passes through each downlink multiplexor, $dmux_i$, and is broadcast back to the nodes via the downlinks. Since this coupling is done in a fraction of the bit time, the frame observed at $B_0$, i.e. the resultant frame, is the same as in a CAN bus, thus making the hub transparent for the nodes. However, in contrast to a bus, a star topology allows the hub to distinguish the signal each node locally transmits and receives. Thus, as opposed to bus-based fault injectors, sfICAN can inject channel faults
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CONTROLLABILITY</th>
<th>OBSERVABILITY</th>
<th>COMPATIBILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>siCAN</strong></td>
<td>Node tx/rx Bit</td>
<td>Based on holistic vision of each node's tx/rx bit.</td>
<td>App (byzantine) LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NTCAN</strong></td>
<td>Glob. traffic Bit</td>
<td>Based on individual nodes' tx bit. Up to N independent conditions in terms of: frame's type, field and bit; bit-pattern; number of pattern occurrences and offset</td>
<td>App (inc. comp) LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CANoe</strong></td>
<td>Node tx/rx Frame</td>
<td>Based on individual nodes’ tx/rx frame: its ID and payload</td>
<td>App (byzantine) LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAN stress</strong></td>
<td>Glob. traffic Bit fraction</td>
<td>Based on broadcast frame: type, start/end and bit</td>
<td>App (inc. comp) LLC Phy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IFIs</strong></td>
<td>Node tx/rx Bit</td>
<td>Based on holistic vision of each node's tx/rx bit, but specified offline for a traffic known in advance.</td>
<td>App (byzantine) LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Castor Pollux</strong></td>
<td>Glob. traffic Frame</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>App (inc. comp) LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RTaW-Sim</strong></td>
<td>Glob. traffic Bit</td>
<td>Probability distribution</td>
<td>App (perform.) LLC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that affect some nodes but not others and can determine the response of each individual node to the injected faults.

The hub also has a dedicated port to which the PC-based management station is connected using a COTS CAN controller board. The corresponding link is not separated into an up- and downlink since no faults are injected into this link. This extra connection allows the PC to remotely configure and coordinate the different Network Configurable Components (NCCs). The NCCs are the elements that actually inject faults and log information concerning these faults and their consequences on the system. The different types of NCCs are the Centralized Fault Injector (CFI), the Hub Logger (HL) and the Node Loggers (NLs).

The CFI and the HL are hardware modules located within the hub (see Fig. 2). The former is the responsible for injecting faults at the signal transmitted or received by each node; whereas the HL logs information about each frame broadcast during the fault injection experiment. For each frame, the HL logs its source port, identifier, data field and, if the frame is affected by an error, also the location of that error (frame field and bit number). Regarding each NL, it is a piece of software attached to each node’s application that logs information about the internal state of the node during an experiment. The NL gathers the frames the application successfully transmits or receives, and the value of the Transmission/Reception Error Counters (TEC/REC) [1] of the CAN controller. This information makes it possible to determine which frames the node rejected and the state of the controller itself, i.e. error-active, error-passive or bus-off [1].

The responsible for configuring and coordinating the NCCs is a software called Fault Injection Management Station (FIMS), which executes on the PC. The FIMS contains the fault-injection specification file and uses a so-called NCC protocol on top of CAN (Section III-D) to configure each NCC accordingly. It also uses this protocol to compel the NCCs to start the experiment at the same time and, once the experiment is finished, to collect the data monitored by each NL and the HL.

C. Internal structure of the hub

The hub is composed of the Input/Output Module and the Hub Core Module (Fig. 2). The former includes a set of COTS transceivers that translate the physical signals received from the nodes and the PC into a logical form and vice versa. The Hub Core is the part that actually implements the coupling, fault-injection and logging mechanisms. It includes the Coupler Module, which was explained before, the Hub Sync Module, and the modules that implement the Centralized Fault Injector (CFI) and the Hub Logger (HL).

To understand the purpose of the Hub Sync Module, note that CAN nodes have a quasi-simultaneous view of every bit on the channel and that they are synchronized at bit and frame level, i.e. for each bit being broadcast they agree on its logical value, its location within the frame field, etc. This agreement is the basis of important CAN mechanisms such as the bit-wise arbitration, which determines the role being played by each node (transmitter or receiver), and the error signaling, which allows any node to globalise any local error it detects. This error signaling mechanism keeps nodes synchronized even in the presence of errors and is supposed to provide data consistency [1], i.e. to ensure that every frame is either accepted or rejected by all nodes.

In order to inject faults at specific bits and to log information about the contribution of each node to each frame, the hub needs to stay synchronized with the nodes and know their roles. This is accomplished by the Hub Sync Module, which synchronizes at the bit and at the frame level with the resultant frame being broadcast at $B_0$, and which deduces the role of each node by analyzing its contribution at the corresponding $ru_i$ signal. To keep synchronized, the Hub Sync Module both signals and globalises (as any CAN node would do), by means of the error tx contribution, any error it detects on the resultant frame. As a result, the Hub Sync Module provides the CFI and the HL modules with a set of signals, frame state, that specify the meaning of the bit being broadcast at $B_0$, i.e. the current state of the resultant frame, and a set of signals called nodes role that codify each node’s role.

The CFI Module stores the configuration of the fault-injection experiment and injects the corresponding errors at the appropriate bits of the specified uplinks or downlinks. A given error consists in a single bit whose value (recessive or dominant) deviates from what is expected according to the current state of the resultant frame, e.g., a recessive stuff bit when a dominant stuff bit is expected. Each erroneous bit can be injected independently in each uplink or downlink by means of a dedicated uplink multiplexor ($umux$) or downlink multiplexor ($dmux$), respectively. A given $umux_i$ receives as an input from the CFI Module an uplink error selection signal, $ues_i$. This signal decides what the output $ru_i$ of the $umux_i$ multiplexer should be, thereby deciding the contribution of the node to the Coupler Module, i.e. either the bit transmitted by node ($B_i$), or the erroneous bit to be injected (the uplink error value, $uev_i$). Analogously, the CFI Module can use the signal downlink error selection ($des_i$) of $dmux_i$ to send to the node ($via D_i$) the coupled signal $B_0$ or the error to be injected in its downlink, i.e. the downlink error value ($dev_i$).
Finally, when the CFI executes a given fault-injection experiment, the HL logs information about the errors signaled by the hub and the frames that are exchanged, correctly or incorrectly, at each uplink port. When the experiment finishes, the HL Module uses its own contribution to the Coupler Module, log tx, to send the information it logged to the Fault Injection Management Station (FIMS).

D. Operational modes of Network Configurable Components

As said in Section III-B, the FIMS configures and coordinates the NCCs using a so-called NCC protocol, which relies on the exchange of CAN frames through the channel. The CAN identifier field is used to send each frame to either one or all NCCs, using appropriate unicast and broadcast identifiers (NCC IDs) respectively. The data field contains a given command, which can be of three different types: configuration, logging or mode change. The first type is used to tell an NCC what to do during a fault-injection experiment, e.g. what errors the CFI must inject. The second one is used by the FIMS to retrieve log information from the NCCs once the experiment finishes. Finally, a mode change command allows forcing an NCC to switch between different operational modes.

Each NCC can work in four different operational modes, namely idle, instruction, wait-for-whistle and execution. An NCC in the idle mode does nothing and ignores all commands, except a mode change the FIMS broadcasts to force all NCCs to switch to the instruction mode. The frame containing this command is referred to as the instruction-mode frame and the CAN identifier with the highest priority is reserved for it.

During the instruction mode the FIMS can either configure any NCC or retrieve logging information from that NCC, by respectively sending configuration or logging commands within frames with the appropriate NCC ID. The FIMS can also force each NCC to switch to either the idle or the wait-for-whistle mode using the corresponding mode change command.

An NCC in the wait-for-whistle mode behaves as in the idle mode, but apart from changing its mode when receiving an instruction-mode frame, it also reacts to a frame called starting-whistle frame. When the FIMS broadcasts this latter frame, all the NCCs in the wait-for-whistle mode switch to the execution mode at the same time. In the execution mode, the NCC carries out the operations it is responsible for during the fault-injection experiment. Note that distinguishing between the idle and the wait-for-whistle mode allows some NCCs to be disabled for a given test.

During the execution mode, the communication between the FIMS and the NCCs is restricted to the broadcast of the instruction-mode frame. Since this frame has the highest priority, the FIMS uses it to end the experiment at any time and force all NCCs to enter the instruction mode. This means that the application under test can use all the set of CAN identifiers, except that one. Finally, note that it is mandatory to prevent the CAN controller of every node from reaching the bus-off state during the execution mode. Otherwise the NCC that implements the logger of the node will not receive the instruction-mode frame to finish the experiment.

```plaintext
Listing 1. Fault-injection specification BNF.
```

IV. THE CENTRALIZED FAULT INJECTOR

A given fault-injection experiment is described by means of a fault-injection specification, which is transferred from the FIMS in the PC to the CFI located at the hub using the NCC protocol just described. List. 1 shows a simplified version of the Backus-Naur Form (BNF) syntax of this specification in the ISO/IEC 14977 standard [56]. Due to space limitations we do not make the semantic restrictions of this specification explicit, but most can be inferred from how the CAN protocol works. A given fault-injection specification is composed of a series of labeled fault-injection configurations, each of which includes a set of key-value pairs called configuration parameters. When the CFI enters the execution mode, the experiment is carried out by a set of CFI submodules called fault-injection executors. These submodules work in parallel and each one of them performs the injection indicated in a different fault-injection configuration.

The configuration parameters indicate what, where, and when to inject. What to inject is given by a fault-injection value, e.g. a dominant bit (referred to as dominant in List. 1) or a given sequence of bits (pattern, with the sequence given by value_pattern). Where to inject is designated by a target link, e.g. the downlink of port 1 (target_link = port1d). The specification of when to inject leads the corresponding executor to behave as depicted in the automaton of Fig. 3, in which the states during which errors are injected are highlighted with thick circles. Once the CFI enters the execution mode, each executor is in the ready state, meaning that it may start the fault injection. Each executor remains in this state...
until it detects an aim condition. This is a condition defined on the traffic observed at a given uplink/downlink, or the coupled signal, that must be satisfied before a fault is injected. This allows starting the injection of errors with respect to a point of reference located in a so-called start frame, which is the frame that contains the bits that satisfied the aim condition, e.g., the aim condition may be the third reception of a CRC (aim_field = crc, aim_count = 3) beginning with the prefix ‘0101’ or ‘0111’ (aim_filter = 01x1) and detected on the downlink of port 2 (aim_link = port2dw) when the node connected to that port is the transmitter (aim_role = tr).

An executor detecting this condition progresses to the aiming state. From there it proceeds to inject errors following three possible fault-injection modes, namely continuous, iterative and single shot. The first one (mode = cont.) is used to continuously inject errors to affect several consecutive frames. When an executor in this mode detects the fire condition, it switches to the cont. inj state and starts injecting errors. This condition is specified as a bit within a given frame field plus an offset that must be observed in the coupled signal. In cont. inj the executor waits for a condition analogous to the aim, called withdraw, which must be satisfied before stopping the injection of errors. When so, the executor continues injecting errors but switches to the retreat state, in which it waits until it observes a cease condition that indicates that it must stop injecting errors. In the continuous mode, a cease condition consists in a given bit of a frame field that must be observed in the coupled signal. Note that an undefined withdraw is allowed, but results in the injection of a permanent fault.

The iterative mode (mode = iter.) is devoted to inject errors only in specific frames and to do so iteratively. The frames where the errors must be injected are specified by means of the target frame condition, whose syntax is analogous to the one of the aim and the withdraw. When the executor detects both the target_frame and the fire condition, it enters the iter. inj state during which it injects errors. If the executor detects the cease condition while being in this state, it stops injecting and switches to iter. wait. Then it can cycle between the iter. inj and the iter. wait states depending on which of the mentioned conditions it observes. The executor only stops injecting definitively when it has detected both the cease and the withdraw conditions (if defined), but not exclusively in this order. The cease can be defined in this mode as a bit of a frame field, and also, as a bit count.

The single shot mode (sshot.) aims at injecting a sequence of errors within a single frame or in the Intermission Frame Space (IFS) [1]. The executor behaves as in the continuous mode, except that it stops injecting when detects the cease condition without the need of observing a previous withdraw circumstance. The cease is defined as in the iterative mode.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF SFI CAN

We built a prototype of sfiCAN that includes one hub and three nodes. The hub core is implemented using the VHDL Hardware Description Language (VHDL) and synthesized in a Xilinx Spartan-3 XC3S1000 FPGA, whereas its Input/Output module is built using COTS transceivers. Table II shows that the CFI and the HL occupy the major part of the FPGA resources, as they are the most complex modules and need to store data. The CFI has resources for carrying out an experiment constituted by up to 5 fault-injection configurations. The HL can store log information for 50 frames and implements a transmitter module to report this information to the FIMS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Slices</th>
<th>Flip flops</th>
<th>LUTs</th>
<th>IOBs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>5557</td>
<td>3800</td>
<td>7359</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>2058</td>
<td>2089</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hub sync</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7680</td>
<td>15360</td>
<td>15360</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

FPGA OCCUPATION SUMMARY

VI. FAULT INJECTION EXPERIMENTS

As already detailed in Section II and Table I, sfICAN presents testability-related features that allow it to outperform any other CAN fault injector in several aspects. In particular,
the high spatial/time resolution with which sfiCAN injects errors, together with its capacity of implementing high resolution and complex triggers, allows sfiCAN to inject fault scenarios whose complexity cannot be achieved by any of the other injectors. The current section shows a set of experiments that demonstrate this superiority of sfiCAN and discusses some testability benefits derived from it.

The experiments herein presented include between three and six nodes. One of the nodes acts as the transmitter, whereas the other ones act as receivers. For each experiment, the FIMS configures the CFI with the corresponding set of fault-injection configurations and forces all NCCs to switch to the wait-for-whistle mode. Then, the FIMS sends a starting-whistle frame to begin the experiment, and once the experiment has finished, it retrieves the data logged at the hub and the nodes.

In order to give physical evidences for the experiments, we also include some screenshots taken with a Yokogawa DL7440 digital oscilloscope. In general, these captures show how the fine-grained spatial/time resolution of sfiCAN allows to inject complex scenarios involving errors, i.e., they show how sfiCAN alters specific individual bits of the signals transmitted/received by specific nodes in order to force a given scenario. These captures are complemented with a set of tables that summarize the data logged during the experiments.

A. Unfair Primary Error (UPE)

This experiment shows how sfiCAN can inject a complex and realistic scenario that cannot be reproduced by any other fault injector. As it will be detailed later, this is mainly due to its superior injection and trigger resolution.

The experiment uses the potential of the iterative fault-injection mode to create a complex fault scenario that goes beyond the fault-confinement mechanism of CAN called Primary Error (PE) [1]. In CAN, a node signals and globalises errors it detects by sending a sequence of dominant bits called error flag, which forces all the other nodes to detect and signal an error too. After its own flag, every node continuously transmits recessive bits, which eventually results in all of them cooperatively transmitting a sequence of recessives called error delimiter. If an erroneous bit is detected by all nodes, they all send the flag and the delimiter at the same time, and each node increases its TEC by 8 if it acts as the transmitter, or its REC by 1 if it is a receiver. But if an error is locally detected and then signaled by the flags of some nodes only, the other nodes will respond by sending error flags that hence will be delayed with respect to the first ones. Any node detecting an error locally becomes aware of this situation when it monitors after its error flag a dominant bit, instead of a recessive. Then, it is said that the node detects a Primary Error (PE) and, thus, it further increases its TEC or its REC by 8. This extra penalization causes the TEC/REC of any node suffering from local faults to quickly reach a certain threshold that, then, leads it to switch from the error-active to the error-passive state, in which its capacity for globalising errors is reduced to minimize its negative impact on the communication.

In this experiment, node0 sends an ordered sequence of one-byte natural values, each in a subsequent frame. Errors are injected in the downlink of the receiving nodes during some of these frames in order to reduce the effectiveness of the PE, as depicted in Fig. 4. First, an error is injected locally in the downlink of node1 during the CRC. This node starts signaling it at the first bit of the End Of Frame (EOF) field, causing the other nodes to detect a format error and to signal it at the subsequent bit. After sending its error flag, node1 should have to monitor a dominant bit belonging to the delayed error flags sent by nodes 0 and 2, and thus detect a PE. But a recessive value is injected in its downlink for this bit, so that it does not detect the PE and increases its REC by 1 only. In contrast, although node2 should not have to detect a PE, it is forced to do so by injecting a dominant bit just after it sends its own error flag. Thus, it additionally increases its REC by 8.

This behavior is repeated using the iterative mode to force node2, exclusively, to reach the error-passive state. This is unfair as node1 is affected by two local errors, whereas node2 is only affected by one. Note that errors are injected in alternate frames to not block the bus. For this purpose errors are injected only in frames carrying an odd natural, and the transmitter does not retransmit any frame encountering errors, but tries to transmit a frame with the next natural value.

List. 2 shows part of the 3 fault-injection configurations of this experiment. The first one inverts the 4th bit of the CRC received by node1 in those frames (target frames) car-
Table III chronologically summarizes the events logged in the experiment. The events related to a given frame are grouped into subtables. Each string with format \texttt{iii#dd} represents the frame to which a given event is related, indicating its identifier \texttt{iii} and the value \texttt{dd} it carries in its data field. The column dedicated to the hub shows when a given frame was successfully broadcast (\texttt{Ok}) or not (\texttt{Er}). In the latter case, it also indicates the bit and the frame field where the error was encountered (e.g. \texttt{eof(0)}) refers to the first bit of the EOF) and then, in the next row, it indicates the broadcast of the associated error frame. Similarly, the column of a given node shows the frames it successfully transmits (\texttt{Tx Suc}) or receives (\texttt{Rx Suc}), its unsuccessful frame transmissions (\texttt{Tx Uns}), any change on its TEC/REC, and when it reaches the error-active and the error-passive states. Although the cause of a TEC/REC change is not logged, it can be easily inferred from the view of the contribution each node transmits/receives, i.e. in this scenario errors locally injected in node2 must affect the node2's TEC/REC and when it reaches the error-active state when it successfully receives a frame. As pointed out before, no other fault injector can force this scenario. This is so because for this scenario an injector must provide all of the following testability features, which is not the case for the others, as explained in Section II: (1) capacity to inject errors in the reception contribution locally received by different nodes, i.e. node1 and node2 in this experiment; (2) an injection time resolution equal to the bit time, in order to only alter the value of individual bits; (3) high time/spatial trigger resolution for restricting the injection of errors to specific bits, i.e. here the 4th bit of the CRC and the 7th and 8th bits of the EOF of a specific frame; (4) triggers based on a holistic view of the contribution each node transmits/receives, i.e. in this scenario errors locally injected in node2 must affect the same frames in which errors are locally injected in node1.

## Table III

### UNFAIR PRIMARY ERROR (UPE) LOG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hub</th>
<th>Node0</th>
<th>Node1</th>
<th>Node2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ok 030#00</td>
<td>Tx Suc 030#00</td>
<td>Rx Suc 030#00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Er 030#01 (eof(0))</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>error frame</td>
<td>TEC:008 ; tx error \rightarrow +8</td>
<td>REC:001 ; rx error \rightarrow +1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Tx Uns 030#01</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>TEC:007 ; tx ok \rightarrow -1</td>
<td>REC:000 ; rx ok \rightarrow -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ok 030#02</td>
<td>Tx Suc 030#02</td>
<td>Rx Suc 030#02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Er 030#05 (eof(0))</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>error frame</td>
<td>TEC:127 ; tx error \rightarrow +8</td>
<td>REC:001 ; rx error \rightarrow +1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Tx Uns 030#05</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>TEC:126 ; tx ok \rightarrow -1</td>
<td>REC:000 ; rx ok \rightarrow -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ok 030#06</td>
<td>Tx Suc 030#06</td>
<td>Rx Suc 030#04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing 3. Integrity scenario spec.

```python
1  [fault injection 1]
2  value_type = inverse
3  target_link = portldw
4  mode = single-shot
5  aim_filter = 0
6  aim_field = idle
7  aim_link = coupled
8  aim_count = 2
9  fire_field = data
10 fire_bit = 0
11 fire_offset = 0
12 cease_bc = 4
13
14  [fault injection 2]
15  value_type = pattern
16  value_pattern = 111.0011.1000.0101
17  target_link = portldw
18  mode = single-shot
19  aim_filter = 0
20  aim_field = idle
21  aim_link = coupled
22  aim_count = 2
23  fire_field = cec
24  fire_bit = 0
25  fire_offset = 0
26  cease_bc = 15
```
(5) capacity for repeating, deterministically, the same injection several times; (6) and tight control of the frequency with which errors are injected, i.e. in alternate frames in this example.

B. Integrity error

The purpose of this experiment is not only to inject a scenario whose complexity cannot be reached by any other fault injector, but to show the exclusive capacity of sfiCAN to induce a byzantine fault at an arbitrary application by injecting errors in the channel.

Specifically, this experiment demonstrates sfiCAN’s capability of inducing integrity errors (see Section I) at the application level. Note that integrity errors in a real application may occur due to faults in the channel or, more likely, in a CAN controller, e.g. due to the change of a bit in a transmission or reception buffer. Thus, being able to inject faults leading to integrity errors is very valuable to test the behavior of CAN applications and CAN-based protocols when these faults do occur, especially of fault-tolerant applications and systems. Just as an example, note that injecting these faults in systems with high safety integrity levels allows to check whether their additional error detection mechanisms (e.g., the additional CRC of SafetyBUS p) are able to prevent integrity errors from occurring.

In this experiment node0 transmits three times a frame with the hexadecimal value AA in the data field. Node2 receives all frames correctly, whereas node1 is forced to receive an altered version of the 2nd frame. For this, the data and the CRC fields of that frame are changed on the downlink to node1 in such a way that the CRC matches the altered data field. The frame fields are altered by means of two fault-injection configurations, which are shown in List. 3. The first one inverts the value of the first 4 bits of the data field, yielding a data value of 5A. The second overwrites the value of the CRC with a pre calculated value that corresponds to the modified data.

Figure 5 shows a screen capture of the second frame transmitted by node0. The first row corresponds to the uplink of node0, the second row to the downlink of node1, and the third row to the downlink of node2. Although all three nodes consider the frame to be exchanged correctly (none of them signals an error), the frame accepted by node1 is different from the one transmitted by node0 and accepted by node2. This fact is corroborated by the data received from the NLs, which is shown in Table IV. Each row corresponds to a frame. Each entry indicates whether a given node transmitted or received that frame; and what the identifier and data content transmitted/received was. As the table shows, node1 received and accepted data that was never transmitted by a node.

Note that approaches other than sfiCAN can only provoke an integrity error in CAN by means of software implemented fault injection (SWIFI). This is so because those approaches cannot inject errors in the channel that lead nodes running an arbitrary application to inconsistently receive frames. For that purpose, those injectors would need to alter, on-the-fly, the value of specific bits in the contribution received by a specific subset of nodes. More specifically, as shown in this experiment, no other injector can do this since it cannot: (1) inject errors in the reception contribution locally received by a given node/s; (2) inject with a resolution equal to the bit time; and (3) provide triggers with enough time/spatial resolution and complexity for restricting the injection of errors to specific bits of a specific frame/s, i.e. to specific bits of the data field and the corresponding CRC of the 2nd frame in this experiment.

C. Inconsistent scenarios campaign

This Section shows another example of the exclusive capacity of sfiCAN to induce a byzantine fault at an arbitrary application by injecting errors in the channel. However, this section goes much further in order to reveal other important characteristics of sfiCAN.

First, this section demonstrates that the NCC-based architecture of sfiCAN allows building a fully automated testing infrastructure that can autonomously operate not only to inject a given fault scenario, but a whole set of them, i.e. to autonomously perform a fault-injection campaign.

Second, it shows the good scalability of sfiCAN. For that purpose, each one of the experiments that compose the campaign involves six nodes and a wider set of messages. In this way we demonstrate that it is possible to easily scale several aspects of the architecture of sfiCAN. Specifically, we included additional software NCC loggers to retrieve data from the new nodes while, on the other hand, we increased the capacity of the centralized fault injector and logger to simultaneously and independently inject into and monitor a higher number of ports. Moreover, we also demonstrate the suitability of the hub and the NCC protocol to communicate the FIMS with a higher number of NCCs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node0</th>
<th>Node1</th>
<th>Node2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tx 010#AA</td>
<td>Rx 010#AA</td>
<td>Rx 010#AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx 010#AA</td>
<td>Rx 010#5A</td>
<td>Rx 010#AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx 010#AA</td>
<td>Rx 010#AA</td>
<td>Rx 010#AAA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV
LOG OF THE INTEGRITY EXPERIMENT.
Finally, this section proves the maturity of sfiCAN for assessing the fault-tolerance mechanisms of a CAN-based system. In particular, the campaign carried out here is devoted to finding out if a combination of up to two erroneous bits happening at the End Of Frame (EOF) can violate the traditional belief that CAN provides atomic broadcast, i.e. that in CAN a frame is consistently received by all nodes or by none of them. The results of the campaign demonstrate that sfiCAN easily and quickly detects the two combinations of errors already reported in the literature as causing inconsistency scenarios that violate the atomic broadcast property in CAN, [38] and [39]. In this sense, note that in [40] we carried out a simple single experiment that shows that sfiCAN can be also programmed to directly force the scenario reported in [39].

Figs. 6 and 7 show these two scenarios, which are commonly referred to as Inconsistent Message Duplicate (IMD) [38] and Inconsistent Message Omission (IMO) [39]. As shown there, each one of these scenarios involves three groups of nodes, namely the transmitter and two groups of receivers called X and Y. An IMD occurs when receivers X detect a dominant bit in the last-but-one bit of the EOF. When so, these receivers reject the frame and transmit an error flag composed of 6 consecutive dominant bits. The first bit of this flag forces the transmitter to reject the frame, to signal its own error flag and, then, to schedule the retransmission of the frame. Conversely, the first bit of the error flag sent by receivers X does not compel receivers Y to reject the frame, but to simply consider that an overload flag is being broadcast (this behavior is known as the last bit rule of CAN) [1]. As a consequence, receivers Y will receive the frame twice (the original one and the copy that is retransmitted afterwards).

The IMO scenario is similar to the IMD, the difference is that the transmitter locally encounters an extra error at the last bit of the EOF. This prevents it from detecting the first bit of the error flag sent by receivers X. Thus, it considers the frame as valid, signals an overload flag, an does not retransmits the frame. As a consequence, receivers Y do receive the frame whereas receivers X do not.

The fault-injection campaign we designed to test if these scenarios can occur in CAN involves one transmitter and five receivers. In order to find out the combinations of errors that lead to an IMD and an IMO, each experiment of the campaign injects a different combination of two erroneous bits during the EOF of a given frame. One of the errors of the combination consists in a dominant bit injected in the downlinks of three of the receivers (which thus play the role of receivers X), whereas the other error is a recessive bit injected in the downlink of the transmitter. No error is injected in the downlinks of the two remaining receivers (they represent the receivers Y).

The remote testing capabilities of sfiCAN allows the FIMS to autonomously conduct the campaign. For this purpose, we programmed the FIMS behavior by means of a simple script. Specifically, the content of this script automatizes the main tasks related to the pre- and post-execution of each fault-injection experiment, that is, the configuration, initialization, finalization and log retrieval. First, for each one of the experiments, the script builds up the fault-injection specification, i.e. what, where and when to inject, and for how long. After that, it configures the Centralized Fault Injector with the corresponding specification and, then, sends the command that triggers the execution of the experiment (See Section III-D). This enables the operation of the Centralized Fault Injector and the Hub’s and Nodes’ Loggers. Furthermore, it releases nodes from their idle state, so that they start the execution of their applications. Later, when the script considers that the experiment has to finish, it sends an end-of-experiment command that forces all NCCs and applications to stop and wait for further instructions. Finally, at this point, the script retrieves the log information of each NCC Logger and, then, proceeds with the following experiment.

Note that the script must build up the fault-injection specification of all the experiments that are needed to cover all the possible combinations of two errors during the EOF. In order to ease the way in which the script is programmed to do so, we designed two specification templates, i.e. one to configure the injection at the downlinks of receivers X, and another one for configuring the injection at the transmitter downlink. List. 4 shows both of them, namely fault injection 1 and fault injection 2 respectively. In each one of these templates the fault-injection parameters are divided into two groups: the set of parameters whose values are common to all experiments, and the set of parameters whose values are specific to each experiment. In this sense, the values of the first type of parameters are predefined and remain constant, whereas the others (surrounded by “<” and “>”) are kept undefined so that the script can set them properly.

As shown in List. 4, template fault injection 1 specifies the dominant bit (line 2) that has to be injected in the downlinks of receivers X, which are connected to ports 3, 4 and 5 (line 3). Since the injection consists in a single bit, the mode is set to single-shot (line 4). As explained in Section IV, this fault-injection mode involves three types of conditions, i.e. aim, fire and cease. The aim conditions (lines 6 to 9) are configured to enable the injection as soon as the second frame is being broadcast. Then, the two first fire conditions (lines 11 to 12) are set to arm the trigger at the first bit of the EOF.
field of that frame. The next fire condition, i.e. fire_offset (line 13), is left unspecified so that the script can set it up to actually start injecting at a specific bit of the EOF. Note that fire_offset can take any value between 0 and 6. This makes it possible for the script to cover all the bits of the EOF, that is, from the first to the 7th. Finally, the cease condition (line 15) is used to set the size of the injection, measured in number of bits (in this case just one).

Template fault-injection 2 is designed similarly. It specifies that a recessive bit (line 2) must be injected in the downlink of the transmitter, which is connected to port 0 (line 3). The rest of parameters are configured with the same values as in the other template.

Regarding the operation of the nodes and the hub during each experiment, they behave as follows. The transmitter node constantly sends a frame, in whose data field it includes the number of times it has encountered a successful transmission. This allows to easily identify retransmitted frames within the log. Each receiver simply reads every frame its CAN controller correctly receives from the network. In addition, each node, either a transmitter or a receiver, is provided with an NCC logger that respectively tracks each frame its node correctly transmits or receives, as well as the values of the error counters of the node’s CAN controller. As concerns the hub, its injector injects errors as specified, while its logger tracks the content and source of the frames being broadcast. If an error affects a given frame, it also logs the specific bit in which it observed the error. Finally, note that the script acts as an additional node that counts the number of frames being broadcast. When it observes a predefined number of frames, it forces the end of the experiment to proceed with the next one.

As can be inferred from the above discussion concerning the specifications of the fault injections, the script builds up a campaign composed of forty-nine experiments. The execution of the whole campaign at 1Mbs takes about 1.2seg. This time includes the overhead produced by the messages that the FIMS exchanges with the NCCs to configure and coordinate them. This figure shows the good performance of sfICAN.

The results of the campaign corroborate that an IMD and an IMO happen in two different situations. As expected, an IMD occurs in the experiments in which the hub injects the dominant bit in the 6th bit of the EOF observed by receivers X and, at the same time, it injects the recessive bit in any of the six first bits of the EOF received by the transmitter. Note that all these experiments generate the same scenario reported in the literature as being the cause of an IMD, i.e. receivers X encounter a dominant bit in the 6th bit of the EOF, whereas the transmitter and receivers Y correctly monitor the recessives that compose the EOF up to that bit.

In order to further corroborate the correct identification of the IMD scenario, we reproduced one of these experiments and captured (by means of an oscilloscope) the signals the transmitter and the receivers observe at their downlinks (see Fig. 8). The downlink signals corresponding to the transmitter, receivers X and receivers Y are respectively labelled as Tx, Rx(X) and Rx(Y) at the left of Fig. 8. The top of the figure also specifies the fields of the frame as seen by the transmitter. The most noteworthy aspect of this capture is that it shows how the injected dominant bit compels receivers X to detect an error and, then, to start signalling it at the last bit of the EOF by means of an error flag. Moreover, we also summarize in Table V the data logged during that experiment, which further confirms that the injected error leads to an IMD. Note that, analogously to the capture, the error flag sent by receivers X leads the hub (and thus the transmitter) to detect an error in the 7th bit of the EOF of the second frame (bits are numbered from 0). The log also shows that receivers Y do not observe that error in the second frame and, then, they receive this frame twice when the transmitter retransmits it.

As concerns the IMO, the results corroborate that it happens just in the experiment in which the dominant bit is injected in the downlink of receivers X at the 6th bit of the EOF, while the recessive bit is injected in the transmitter downlink at the 7th bit of the EOF. Fig. 9 shows an oscilloscope capture of the error scenario provoked by this experiment. As can be seen, the injection of the recessive bit masks the error flag in the transmitter downlink during the 7th bit of the EOF, so that the transmitter is expected to accept the frame and not to retransmit it. The logs’ summary in Table V corroborates this behaviour, which leads to an inconsistent state in which only the receivers X miss the reception of the second frame.

![Fig. 8. Inconsistent message duplicate scenario oscilloscope capture.](image-url)
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents the design and implementation of sfi-CAN: the first physical fault-injection infrastructure for CAN that takes full advantage of a star topology. Such topology allows it to overcome the limited space and time resolution of other physical fault injectors for CAN and, thus, to inject fault scenarios that are more complex by targeting any one of the bits each node transmits or receives locally, e.g., sfiCAN can inject faults that are only detected by a subset of the nodes. Moreover, sfiCAN is the only fault injector for CAN that does allow to test the behavior of software under faults without putting any restrictions on the tested software, such as requiring it to be modified or to generate deterministic traffic on the channel. All these capabilities are beyond those of any other injector previously proposed for CAN.

The central element of sfiCAN is a hub that is transparent from the nodes point of view and which is based on the one of [41]. The coupling schema of this hub is what makes it possible for sfiCAN to achieve its high spatial/time resolution. The only limitation is that it requires to include an extra COTS transceiver per node, which still may pose some doubts about the practicality of sfiCAN in industries where costs related to compatibility with hardware configuration of legacy nodes is an issue.

The rest of the fault-injection infrastructure is distributed as a set of components called NCCs whose operation can be configured and coordinated remotely, using native CAN, from a management station connected to that hub. Each fault injection experiment is configured using many parameters, such as different trigger and end conditions, which makes the specification of fault scenarios highly flexible and potent.

The main NCCs are a fault injector and a logger, synthesized together with the hub in the same FPGA. Both have access to every bit each node transmits/receives through its corresponding uplink/downlink. This allows them to inject erroneous bits and observe the subsequent reaction of every node with high spatial and time resolution. Additionally, each node’s application has an embedded software NCC logger, which retrieves information about the application’s actions and the status of its CAN controller. This NCC-based architecture allows to build a fully automated testing infrastructure for CAN-based systems and protocols that is scalable. More fault-injection and monitoring features can be added inside the nodes or other devices, e.g., the injector within the hub can be extended to inject application-specific faults such as babbling-idiot faults, and the nodes’ logger can be programmed to monitor more information of the application itself.

Finally, note that the general idea of using a star-based centralized fault injector, together with NCCs, may also be used to evaluate the dependability of distributed applications that use an underlying communication system other than CAN.
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